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							Immobilizer bypass modules  

			
							
				Most modern cars have an integrated immobilizer that doesn't allow using remote start function of the alarm system. In this section you will find a perfect solution to this problem.
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                        Pandora BMW Bypass
                    

                    
                    
                        Module for BMW and Mini helps to bypass the car’s immobilizer preserving all the OEM keys. 
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                        Pandora DI-04 BT
                    

                    
                    
                        Pandora DI-04 BT Bluetooth immobilizer bypass is meant for Bluetooth Pandora car alarms – it is used to realize remote start on cars that are not compatible with Pandora CLONE service.
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                        Immobilizer bypass for the Pandora and Pandect alarm systems.
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                        iDatalink Start CAN
                    

                    
                    
                        Immobilizer bypass connects to the car via the CAN bus and requires no OEM keys.
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                        Fortin Evo-All
                    

                    
                    
                        Fortin Evo-All is the ultimate ALL-IN-ONE data immobilizer bypass, keyless entry, low power remote start and security interface combo module in the industry.
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				Most modern cars have an integrated immobilizer that doesn't allow using remote start function of the alarm system. The Pandora systems can bypass the immobilizer of the lion's share of cars algorythmically, without using the OEM-key. On rare occasions when they can't, you will need a separate immobilizer bypass that can be found in this section. 
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				Pandora car alarm

Gariūnų gatvė 77, Vilnius, Lithuania 

Kotsyubinskogo street 4, Moscow, Russia 

Call us now: 

+3 706 215-61-65 

+7 495 975-98-25

Email:  info@pandoracaralarm.com
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